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About This Game

Detrita Battlegrounds is a twin stick shooter designed for PC where you fight stronger enemies in greater number over time.

Get overwhelmed and see where you stack up in the Leaderboards!

Master each of the unique ships and be the best pilot off the planet!
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Title: Detrita Battlegrounds
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Guy Bits Games
Publisher:
Guy Bits Games
Release Date: 15 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.8GHz Quad Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 540M 1GB

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

Additional Notes: That's my old laptop.
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Standard bullet heck game.
Kind of fun,. nice graphics, cohesive stylization.

Combat mechanics work consistently, with some fine grain control that I can't manage.

And then the devs took anime and laid it on top - I don't know if it's intentional, but it feels like I'm missing 90% of the
conversation in the most ludicrous ways.

Does that make the game funny?
IDK.. Really tacky of Capcom to ask money for these slots> Fortunately most of them are entirely superfluous>

TLDR_ Only the Parts Storage is truly useful but only buy them as and when you require them, it is possible you can make do
without any of these>

If you KNOW you want them then by all means go for it> Otherwise here is my review of the three different types you can
buy> I bought the first upgrade of each type out of curiosity and here are my conclusions after about fourty hours of RAID
mode>

_ Parts Storage _ At least the first slot is worth getting if you like to buy all parts you can afford from the store> Buy more if
you find you need them> I like to stockpile parts so I can upgrade them as early as possible> Parts are randomised in the store
each time you load the vestibule> Either by reloading RAID mode, or by clearing a mission> Since reloading RAID mode is a
ballache method of farming parts you require I just buy most parts from the store as I want or can afford after each mission>
Having the extra slots ACTUALLY HAS VALUE UNLIKE BUYING EITHER OF THE TWO OTHER TYPES AS I WILL
EXPLAIN WHY BELOW>>>

_ Weapon Storage _ Only worth it if you like to have different variants of the exact same weapon because if you are happy with
one of each VARIANT of each type {one of every individual weapon} you dont need to upgrade this at all>

_ Record Storage _ Not sure why you would need this as long as you can be bothered to either evaluate or sell records after
every few missions > Dont bother buying this under any circumstances _ unless you absolutely know you want it>

This review is written with wierd symbols because I thought saving seventy pounds on a mechanical keyboard by buying a Razer
Tournament Edition rather than something professional with competent drivers like a Filco was a good idea so I have to do
without normal punctuation or numbers while typing within the steam client and sometimes on websites like Reddit. DO NOT
EVER BUY A RAZER KEYBOARD.. D.A.R has a really cool design and an awesome voice, however he doesn't have unquie
animations, instead he moves and walks like a human and it looks off.

Overall great skin!. Driftmoon is a lovely little action RPG / adventure game created by a team of two people that I had the
chance to play before it got its steam edition. Now that it's on Steam, I'm hoping it'll receive a bit more attention. It's got a good
story, it's fun to explore, it's got about 15 to 20 hours of content, and the combat is okay (not that great, but it's not a major focal
point of the game). Graphics aren't the greatest, but they really don't matter and they accomplish what they need to accomplish.
I'd recommend it for the Steam price, if you get it any lower than that it's a steal.. Great game great graphics just a few minor
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glitches would recommend 10\\10. Not worth the price tag in it's current state, I've seen games for 5 dollars that had a lot more
going on.

It's "decent" enough but it needs more castable chickens, absolute deal breaker there aren't any poultry available to hire for
scenes. Can't come up with anything more accurate than "physics-based skill game". You control a ball by attracting it to those
two circles, with just two respective buttons. Controls are floaty by definition, but it's mostly fine. Getting used to such controls
is a lot of fun. It is very pleasurable to move around each one of those bends.

Then annoying obstacles get in your way... not a big fan of what they add to the game, but you gotta have some challenge! And
the game is indeed very difficult. I don't think I'll ever complete every level. But at the same time, getting 100% achievements is
easier than that, so that should give the sense of accomplishment. Unlocking all the levels is also quite a feat, because you need
to complete preceding levels fast enough. By the way, speedrunning is at the core of the game: your score is based only on time.
But don't worry, if you just can't succeed at some poorly designed difficult level, you can compensate for it by improving your
time on other, more pleasant levels.

Even though the game is controlled with just 2 buttons, I was left dissatisfied by having to use arrow keys.

There is no music, which is fine. Sound effects are few and not very pleasant, but I didn't have any urges to turn them off.
Obviously, there is no story. The graphics you can see on the screenshots.

You may say the price could be lower, but you do get around 8 hours of gameplay out of it.

All in all a great game. It does have a few problems, but they mostly don't show up until later. Do give it a try.

\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606\u2606\u2606. Poor story, no desire to replay.. Recommend
\ud83d\udc4d. the music is really good, the game is hard but simple, the graphics are awesome and really nice, the idea behind
the game is great aswell, i really enjoyed playing the game BUT there are no check points or goals!!! therefor when you make 1
little mistake you have to redo the whole room :/ i really would love to see more rooms to clear but only if they added a check
points system maybe not foor every floor but foor every 5 floors besides that i would really recommend to try the game
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For a demo, this game is fantastic. It runs very smoothly and the graphics are great, would definitely recommend!. Though it's
still early days for VR, I keep wondering what will be the first game that will soak up hundreds of hours for me - not just a
shallow five-minute or hour-long experience, but a real game that keeps you coming back for more. I haven't played that much
of Star Shelter yet, but what I've seen is deeply impressive and hints at the possibility of something really deep and addictive.

Star Shelter reminds me of other space survival games like Space Engineers or Starmade, and in that regard it's not really
reinventing the genre or anything. But this is, of course, in VR - and what an amazing difference that makes. The movement
mechanic is very intuitive and very fun - like a real astronaut, you grab handles and bars to fling yourself around, and there will
be plenty of Gravity-style situations where you reach out to grab a passing satellite just in time before floating into deep space.
You do have thrusters if you miss - but in a clever mechanic, using the thrusters depletes your oxygen supply. So there's a
constant challenge of exploring as much as you can without suffocating on the way.

There are some annoyances - picking up resources feels clunkier than it should be, and I'm still not really clear on how you
replenish your oxygen supply without being lucky enough to find a spare tank floating around. But that's all early access stuff
and there's plenty of fun for the money even at this stage.

That sense of wonder that VR promises is fulfilled in Star Shelter - coming across a derelict spaceship, hacking the airlock open,
and pulling yourself inside to find the eerie abandoned bunks and silent cockpits of the dead craft. Clinging on to your space
station with one hand while lining up a shot on a rogue comet with the other. The palpable sense of relief when you enter an
oxygen pocket and raise your hand to your helmet to open the visor. It's a really strong start and I'm excited to see what comes
next.. Loved the game until the unlock system. Just contacted customer support, to ask if they would unlock the game, as this
not a feature I expected. They were really quick to reply and game is now unlocked. I am only interested in single player and
now back to as it was. Great service :). Below-average platformer. Not really worth playing.. The art in this game is very nice, so
I am sorry to say that the story is booooooring and long-winded. Almost nothing happens. There's one vaguely interesting twist
near the end... and it takes hours of boring dialogue about nothing to get to it. Not worth it.

This VN forces you to get through the whole darn story as a kinetic novel--that's right, no choices--before it unlocks the one and
only choice you can make in the game. Each subsequent choice unlocks new "plot", so you have to suffer through more boring
story again and again.

I mean, you don't HAVE to. I'd paid for this VN so I felt like I should go through all the choices. I kept hoping that maybe
something interesting or cool was hidden in there somewhere.

It wasn't.
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